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Recommendation:
That Council approve the final design for Harper Park expansion as per the
report of the General Manager Parks, Recreation and Culture Services dated
February 19, 2019 and titled "Harper Park Expansion Final Design" and
authorize staff to work with Wesbild to proceed with project construction.
Report Purpose:
The purpose of this report is to seek Council approval of the final design of the
Harper Park Expansion.
Strategic Goal:
This initiative aligns with the City's Corporate Strategic Goals of "Increasing
Active Participation and Creativity," "Enhancing Sustainability of City Services
and Infrastructure," and "Achieving Excellence in Governance."
Background:
Harper Park is an existing 6.6 hectare (16.3 acres) park that is currently
undeveloped (Attachment l). This park, which is characterized by forested and
natural areas, as well as creeks, is intended to provide passive recreational
opportunities in the Smiling Creek neighborhood. On December 3, 2018,
Council approved Major OCP Amendment and Rezoning applications by
Wesbild Holdings on lands adjacent to Harper Park which included a 4.4 Ha
(10.8 acres) expansion of Harper Park, and resulting in a total of 11 Ha (27.2
acres) of total parkland.
The Harper Park expansion area was negotiated to replace a planned park to
the south of the site, known as Highland Park. This park would have been 1.97
Ha (4.87 acres) in size, which is far smaller than the Harper Park Expansion,
and would not have been contiguous with Harper Park. In addition to this
major park site expansion, the development package for this park expansion
included substantial developer contributions towards park development, park
frontage works, park maintenance, and costs associated with the design and
construction of the park. The total developer contributions associated with
this development carry a value of approximately $4 million, in addition to
other community benefits as described below:
•
•

Provision of approximately I.32 Ha (3.25 acres) of land for the
expansion of Harper Park, which includes dedication of land beyond
the 5% parkland requirements for subdivision;
Giftof 0.2 hectares (0.5 acres) of parkland to the City, with an
approximate value of $1.15 million;
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•
•
•
•
•
•

0.79 hectares (1.95 acres) of land to be purchased by the City for
$4,255 million;
Funding all road frontage and servicing for the park (approximate $1.4
million value)
Soft costs for the design and consulting of the park construction
(approximate $500,000 value);
$100,000 towards future park maintenance and tree hazard
management;
$600,000 worth of trail work; and
$1 million contribution in park development funding.

Park Expansion Concept Plan and Heritage Interpretation Plan
An approved concept plan for the future design of the park was presented at
the Public Hearing for the OCP and Rezoning application on January 22, 2018,
along with a Heritage Interpretation Plan ("HIP") prepared by Diamond Head
Consulting to guide the future detailed design of the park (Attachment 2). The
HIP includes archival research of the history of the site as a basis to design a
unique park experience that connects park users to the history of the area. PRC
staff has been working with Wesbild to finalize the park design based on the
original park concept and HIP, and within the approved developer funding for
this park, as discussed in this report.
Discussion/Analysis:
Harper Park Expansion Design
Harper Park and the Harper Park Expansion Area are adjacent forested sites
that form a contiguous forest and habitat between the two portions of this
park (Attachment 3). The proposed park improvements (Attachment 4) reflects
a passive park design, and has taken into consideration the existing forest, site
topography and historic significance of the site, as described in the HIP,
relative to logging and glacial influences, with the following themes:
Old Growth Forest Environment and Logging
The incredible rich forests in this area produced old growth trees of staggering
size. It is suspected that some of these trees were over 1000 years old,
germinating well before European settlement in the region. Although these
trees are now gone, the stumps from some of these giants remain and provide
a legacy to the forest that once existed. The trunks of these trees were so wide
at the base that loggers were required to stand on spring-boards while
laboriously cutting the trees with cross saws. Many of these spring board cuts
are still evident in the stumps. An interpretive panel willbe located along the
trail to illustrate the remaining forest features and historic forest legacy.
Influence of the Railway
Burke Mountain was logged throughout the first half of the 20th century but
the mountain became increasingly accessible by railway in the late I920's
which expedited its logging. When the logging operations were completed, all
the remaining rail lines and logging equipment were removed. One of these
original railway beds, named the Flywheel Trail, is still visible along the north
forest edge of the Harper Park extension. The historic significance of this trail
will be expressed with a rail themed hard surfaced 3.0 m wide pathway with
stacked timber seating reflecting milled logs. An interpretive panel will also be
provided to describe and illustrate the logging history on Burke Mountain. This
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area of the park will also have various opportunities for picnicking and seating
to enjoy the forest and Smiling Creek.
Glacial Influences
15,000 years ago, there were no trees on Burke Mountain. Instead, there was a
kilometer-thick sheet of ice. The eventual retreat of the glaciers revealed a
landscape of barren glacial till spotted with huge boulders, known as Erratics,
which had been scraped from the mountains and dropped by the receding ice.
Although most of the traces of glaciation have disappeared over centuries.
Erratics still can be seen in the landscape. Two such Erratics have been
exposed and have been located along the trails for viewing by the public. An
interpretive panel will be located near the eastern glacial Erratic illustrating
the glacial influences on Burke Mountain.
Trails and Access Points
The proposed 620 linear meters of trails are intended to provide users with
access to this park and circulation within. The trails are 3.0m wide granular
surfacing within the forested portions of the park to limit impact to the
existing tree roots while allowing for water and air permeability. The main
strategy of the entire trail design was to limit the use of stairs to increase
accessibility which has been successfully achieved and reflected in the current
design. There is one wooden pedestrian bridge planned to enable crossing of
Smiling Creek and connect the Harper Park Expansion area to Harper Park to
the west. Currently, trail improvements in Harper Park are underway and will
link up with this bridge to create an extensive trail network. There are three
main access points in the park and their design features are described below:
Trailhead #l provides access from the south at Highland Drive and will have a
small concrete entry pad with a trash receptacle. The granular trail leads
northward to an intersection where you have the option to travel west into
Harper Park over the pedestrian bridge or continue northward to Harper Road.
A second access from the Northeast, (Trailhead #2) will provide access from
Harper Road. This access point will have a small concrete entry pad with a
granular trail that intersects with the Flywheel Trail. There is also an
accessible picnic table located at the trail intersection.
A third access point (Trailhead #3) is located along the Harper Road multi use
pathway (MUP) and will have a small plaza with a trash receptacle, bench and
a way-finding information kiosk. The small plaza will also have a saw blade
themed stainless steel inlay in the concrete. From the plaza southward is a
concrete staircase that leads down to the historic Flywheel Trail. Located mid
way down the concrete steps is a small picnic area with two picnic tables to
enjoy the views of Smiling Creek and the forest.
It is noted that there is potential for additional future park amenities in the
existing Harper Park area, such as a bike park or other similar facilities,
therefore additional trails will be planned also in the future along with other
park improvements.
Financial Implications:
The City already purchased the park expansion area in late 2018. All park
development costs, including softs costs, road frontages, and capital
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improvements will be funded by Wesbild, as per the information above. The
total financial commitment from Wesbild for the specific park improvements
is $1 million. The current design can be constructed within this funding
envelope without any funding from the City.
Harper Park Expansion- Operating Costs
As part of the completion of the detailed design, staff has determined the
estimated cost to operate and maintain the park, based on the type of assets
proposed and service frequency. This will help inform Council of the long-term
implications of the additional park assets on the City budget. Harper Park is
considered a Neighbourhood Park and will be maintained at this standard.
Once approved, the City will include final costs in the annual operating
budget, approximately as per below:
Annual Operating Costs
Labor
Fleet Equipment
Materials and Supplies
TOTAL

$36,965
$7,220
$9,045
$53,230

Conclusion:
The Harper Park expansion has been designed as a passive park and based on
site considerations and complementary site amenities. The park design
provides expanded recreational trails with several opportunities to celebrate
the various historical aspects of the site and Burke Mountain in accordance
with the Heritage Interpretation Plan completed for the site. The construction
costs are projected to be within the $l million contribution from Wesbild, and
will require no funding from the City. Should Council approve the final design,
staff will work with Wesbild to proceed with procurement and construction of
this park expansion. Construction of the park will commence in early spring
2019 with the project completion expected by late 2019.

Raul Allueva, RPP
Attachments:
1- Harper Park - Context Map
2 - Harper Park Expansion - Concept Plan (Public Hearing) and Heritage
Interpretation Plan (Diamond Head Consulting Ltd.)
3 - Harper Park and Harper Park Expansion Master Improvement Plan
4 - Proposed Harper Park Expansion - Detailed Design and Images
This report was prepared by Raj Singh, Park Planner II with input from Andre
Isakov, Park Planning and Design Manager, and reviewed by Lanny Englund,
Manager Park Planning and Forestry, Kathleen Reinheimer, Manager Parks,
George Fuji, Director of Development Services, and Michelle Hunt, General
Manager Financial & Information Services.
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